Welcome To TheSewingCourse.com
Exercise 1 - The Equipment.
A comprehensive but basic range of tools and equipment is an excellent
starting point for any sewer. More specialized pieces of equipment may be
purchased in time. Small pieces of equipment, such as pins, needles, and
cutting implements are relatively inexpensive items, while a sewing machine
is more costly but indispensable.

The Tape Measure - The essential tool for any sewer, try and buy one with
centimetres and inches. Having 2 tape measures is useful as one can be at
the sewing machine and the other at the ironing board.

Scissors - Always buy a good quality pair of scissors made of high grade steel
and keep them well sharpened since dull blades can damage fabric and slow
the cutting process. Bent-handled shears are used for cutting out, and sewing
scissors for trimming seams and facings. Pinking shears are used to form
fray-resistant edges.

Small scissors - Small embroidery scissors are ideal for trimming threads,
again 2 pairs is a great thing to have as one can be at the sewing machine
and the other at the ironing board.

Fabric shears for cutting your fabric.

Paper scissors for cutting patterns and paper.

Note - Never cut paper with your fabric shears as this will make them blunt.

Needles & Pins - The range of needles use for hand stitching varies in size,
length, and point shape. The most common needles are known as “sharps”.
Pins are available in several different thicknesses and lengths.

Try and purchase a box of needles with an assortment of sizes. Also
purchase a small pin cushion as this is easy to carry around with you as you
construct your garment or project.
Keep your pins in a large box as this is easier when you have them in one
place.

Sewing machine oil - When you purchase a sewing machine the oil always
comes with the machine as an accessory. Always keep the machine
lubricated around the visible moving parts and the bobbin race.

Fray Check - comes in a small bottle and is available from all haberdashery
shops, as it says in the name, when applied will prevent the fabric from
fraying, mostly used for button holes.

Seam rippers or Unpickers - An essential small tool for the discerning sewer.
This little tool is used for taking out unwanted stitches or opening up newly
stitched button holes. Again like the small scissors, keep 2 seam rippers at
hand, one at the sewing machine and one at the ironing board.

Tailors chalk - A small tool used to mark the fabric for notches, patterns, or
marking the wrong side of cloth. Because it is only chalk it will not mark fabric
permanently and are available in a variety of colours.

Hand Sewing Threads - Always keep a range of hand sewing threads at your
disposal. May we suggest white, off white, black and navy blue.

The looper turner - This little tool is not an essential but it is a great asset for
your sewing kit. It makes the job of turning fabric through in on its self to
create small spaghetti straps or waistcoat closure straps a very easy task.

A good steam iron is essential - Purchase an iron with a water reservoir as
this creates great steam pressure and creates fantastic results. The steam
iron achieves the most professional results when it comes to pressing.

The button box - Buttons are always going to be available the more projects
you sew and eventually you will amass a great amount, this is where the
button box comes in. Having a box with compartments is the best way to
store them as you can divide your buttons into colour sections for easy
access when you need a specific type. You can get these from all
haberdashery shops or you could go to a hardware store and buy a box that
is originally meant for screws. We find that the latter option is the best as
there are a lot more choices of storage box available.

The sleeve board - This board is used for ironing seams and narrow garment
sections such as sleeves and trouser legs, necklines and sleeve caps. An
invaluable tool in any sewers equipment.

Example of a sleeve board being used to create a sleeve.

Having the right tools for the job can make sewing more successful and
enjoyable.
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